Common Core Standards

Writing Anchor Papers with Students

Learning About a Rubric from the Inside Out
A powerful way to help students understand what the elements of a rubric really mean is to
write anchor papers reflecting each level on a rubric WITH the students. Here’s how:
1. Either write yourself, or locate a piece of writing that represents a “2” on
the rubric you are hoping to help the students understand. (On a four
point scale this is a paper that is just below proficient.) Project this piece of
writing on the screen or chart paper so that all of the students can see it.
2. Provide each student with a copy of the rubric you will be illustrating with
the anchor papers you will be writing together.
3. Read the “2” to the students aloud and ask them to find evidence from the
rubric for why it’s a “2”. For example, students may say, “I think it’s a “2”

because it uses a lot of everyday words instead of more interesting
word choices.”

4. Using a piece of chart paper take suggestions from the class and
collaboratively rewrite the “2” paper to make it a “3” or proficient paper.
PLEASE NOTE: you will need to have taught the students about each of
the elements on the rubric before attempting this lesson.
5. Next, take the “3” paper and re-write it collaboratively with student input
to make it a “4”. There may be times during this process that you make
suggestions yourself if the students are stuck for ideas about how to write
an advanced paper. Early in the school year, you may even model and
think aloud as you go to compose this yourself in front of the students.
6. Finally, revisit the “2” paper and collaboratively re-write it to make it a “1”.
Display this paper as well.
7. Use these exemplars as anchor papers for students to refer to as they
learn to evaluate their own writing throughout the year.

Portfolio Wall with Anchor Papers
When teachers display anchor papers
and rubrics alongside the portfolio
wall of student writing, expectations
for writing at grade level can be made
very explicit for everyone.
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CCSS Writing Anchor Standard 5
Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning,
revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach.
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